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This paper presents details of and results from the procedure used to
calibrate strain gage bridges for measurement of wing structural loads, i.e.,
shear (V), bending moment (M), and torque (T), for the DASTproject ARW-I
wing which has an aspect ratio of 6.8, a quarter-chord line sweepback
: angle of 42.24 o , and a taper ratio of 0.36. Results are in the form of
loads equations and comparison of computed loads vs. actual loads for two
simulated flight loading conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The first Aeroelastic Research Wing (ARW-I) undergoing flight testing
as part of the Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (DAST) program
is a supercritical wing of shape and planform similar to that of the F-8
supercritical wing airplane (reference I) but of smaller size as appropriate
for the BQM-34Fdrone aircraft. The primary purpose of this wing (ARW-I)
is to evaluate an active control-flutter suppression system. The secondary
purpose of the ARW-I is to evaluate the effects of wing flexibility on
aerodynamic loads measurements obtained over a range of Mach number and
dynamic pressure flight test conditions. The aerodynamic loads measurements
are being obtained in two forms, i Le., directly through chordwise surface
pressure measurements and indirectly or in integrated form through determi-
nation of the structural loads, shear (V), bending moment (M), and torque
(T). The surface pressure measurements are obtained at four spanwise
stations on the right wing semi-span. The structural loads, which are derived
from strain gage bridge measurements, are obtained at two spanwise stations
on the right wing semi-span and at one station on the left wing semi-span.
The purposeof this paper is to documentthe proceduresused to obtain
the equationswhich define the relationshipbetweenstructuralloadings,
V, M and T, and the strain gage bridgeoutputs and to providean evaluation
of the accuracyof the equationsby comparisonof computedvs. actual
loads for two simulatedflight loadingconditions.
SYMBOLS
Li ith generalload (V, M, or T)
M bendingmoment,N-m (in.-Ibs)
T torque,N-m (in.-Ibs)
V shear, N (Ibs)
Bij coefficientof jth bridge for ith load equation,load/mV
_j output of jth bridge, mV
Xw,YW axis system oriented perpendicular and parallel to wing
25 percent chord line with origin at vehicle centerline
XwI,YWI left wing axis system perpendicular and parallel to the
wing 25 percent chord line with origin at YW: 1.118 m
(44.0 in. )
Xw2,Yw2 right wing axis system perpendicular and parallel to the
wing 25 percent chord line with origin at YW= 1.118 m
(44.0 in.)
Xw3,Yw3 right wing axis system perpendicular and parallel to the wing
25 percent chord line with origin at YW= 1.880 m (74.0 in.)
WINGAND INSTRUMENTATION
Wing
The ARW-I is an early type supercritical wing designed for cruise
at a high transonic speed (Mach number of 0.98). The airfoil shapes are
defined in reference 2, and the wing characteristics are listed in table
I. The general arrangement of the BQM-34Fdrone aircraft with the ARW-I
wing is shown in figure 1 and a photograph of the aircraft and wing during
assembly check out is shown in figure 2.
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The wing structure consists of a wing center section and right and
left wing panels with removable leading and trailing edges and tip section
as shown in figure 3. The wing center section was machined from a thick
aluminum plate in a configuration to provide a high degree of stiffness
without consideration of minimum weight. The center section is located
on the fuselage at the same position as the standard target drone wing
and uses the same attachment bolt locations. The outboard ends of the
center section are in a plane normal to the 25-percent chord line of the
outer wing panels.
The primary structure of the wing panels, as shown in the photograph
of figure 4, consists of a spar at the 25-percent chord line, a spar at
: the 60-percent chord line, upper and lower stringers at the 42.5-percent
chord line, and ribs located perpendicular to the front spar (on a 12-inch
spacing). A special tip rib functions as an outboard spar end fitting.
The upper and lower fiberglass skins between spars are riveted in place
whereas the fiberglass skins for the leading and trailing edge sections,
and the tip section are held in place with removable screw fasteners.
The wing panels fasten to the center section with two tension bolts at
each spar.
The front and rear spars are fabricated of 17-4 PH stainless steel
material whereas the stringers, ribs and outboard spar end fitting are
fabricated of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. Fiberglass was selected as the skin
material and oriented to give low torsional stiffness as desired for flutter
considerations. This was achieved by aligning the fiberglass filaments
parallel and perpendicular to the wing front spar so that the torsional
stiffness is essentially the stiffness of the binder material (matrix).
Vehicle Assembly
To accomplish the loads calibration of the ARW-I wing, it was assembled
on a new, spare, BQM-34Ffuselage. The assembly included the wing gloves
which were mounted to the fuselage. The entire assembly was inverted ando
placed on a special stand as shown in figure 5. The assembly was inverted
for the loadings so that the inert masses (shot bags seen hanging from the
wing in fig. 5) could conveniently apply forces in the proper direction.
Somenegative loadings were also required and these were achieved by means
of a cable-pulley arrangement.
Strain Gage Bridges
The wing was equipped with two identical sets of strain gage bridges,
some oriented to be primarily responsive to shear loads and others to
bending moment loads, at eight locations as shown in figure 6. A total
of 32 strain gage bridges were installed. One set of 16 bridges consisting
of one shear and bending moment strain gage bridge at each location is
monitored during flight testing for loads measurement purposes. Individual
gages in the second set of 16 shear and bending moment type strain gage
bridges are available for backup use in case of failure of a primary bridge
or for use as sensors for monitoring wing flutter. Two additional torsion-
sensitive strain gage bridges were located inboard on each wing semi-span
as sensors for monitoring wing flutter but they are not reported on herein.
The triangular arrangement of the bridges at the inboard station on
each wing half gives special consideration to the use of axis systems oriented
either parallel and perpendicular to the fuselage center line or parallel
and perpendicular to the wing 25-percent chord line (along the front spar);
thelatter will be referred to as a swept axis system. The bridges at
the midwing location on the right wing half are Oriented for the swept
axis system only. Initially the swept axis system was oriented parallel
and perpendicular to the 42.5 percent chord line (midway between the front
and rear spar) since it was considered that this would be closer to the
wing elastic axis. However, the swept axis was shifted to the 25 percent
chord line (along the front spar) when it was found that the torsion load
data correlated much better with the strain gage bridge outputs when the
25 percent chord line axis was used as the reference. Although the bridge
arrangement at the inboard stations allows use of axis systems parallel
and perpendicular to the fuselage centerline , the construction of the
wing and the aspect ratio and sweep of the ARW-I wing make the swept axis
system more appropriate for use in following analysis.
Tables II and III identify the various strain gage bridges by assigned
number, the mounting structure, the spanwise location, and the bridge type.
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Note that on the right wing bridge no's. 1 through I0 constitute a set and
that bridges II through 20 are an identical set with identical bridges
having a numbering difference of I0 (i.e., bridges numbered 1 and II are
identical as are 2 and 12, etc.). On the left wing the same numbering
system was used (i.e., bridges numbered 21 and 31 are identical).
All of the strain gage bridges were subjected to an input or excitation
of I0 volts. It should be noted that none of the strain gage bridge circuits
had provisions to zero the bridge output for the zero load condition. There-
fore, it was necessary to subtract out the zero load bridge output from all
of the strain gage bridge readings taken during the calibration loading
process. Shunt resistors were later added to the bridge circuitry to shift
or bias the zero load bridge output so that during flight testing the
expected bridge output variation would not exceed the available range of
the telemetry channels on the aircraft downlink data system.
The selection of which one of a pair of identical strain gage bridges
was to be monitored for the initial flight loads measurements setup and
which one should remain as the spare or backup was based on the ease with
which the individual bridges could be biased and amplified to make the
best use of the available range on the telemetry downlink channel. The
selected use status for each bridge is also defined in tables II and III°
Only those strain gage bridges that were to be monitored for flight loads
measurement purposes are considered as being available for inclusion in
the regression analysis procedure to be discussed later.
CALIBRATIONPROCEDURE
The calibration procedure consisted of: (I) determining the electrical
imbalance or output of the strain gage bridges for a large variety of wing
loading conditions and (2) using a regression analysis as described in
reference 3, to establish a relationship (in the form of loads equations)
between the strain gage bridge outputs and the applied wing loads in terms
of shear (V), bending moment (M), and torque (T). Additional wing loadings
were then used to check the accuracy of the established loads equations.
For the ARW-l,results from both point and multipoint loading conditions
were combined and used as input data to establish the loads equations. Two
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different sets of simulated flight loadings were applied and used to
check the accuracy of the established loads equations.
Single Point Loading Conditions
Single point loads were applied individually at the locations shown
in figure 7. Table IV lists the magnitudes of the applied loads and the
x and y location of the point of application. The resulting differential
electrical imbalance or output of each of the strain gage bridges for each
of the single point loadings is listed in Table V along with the wing
loading in terms of shear (V), bending moment (M), and torque (T) for
the appropriate wing station. These data, along with similar data from
the multipoint loadings, were used as the input to the regression analysis
for determination of the loads equations.
The loads applied along the stringer located between the spars was
by means of scale weights placed on a 4-in. by 4-in. square pad of aluminum
with a lower surface of soft rubber so that the wing surface would not be
damaged. Application of loads at all other locations was provided for by
removing a screw holding the wing skin leading edge, trailing edge or tip
section, and replacing it with an eye screw. With the wing in the inverted
position the loads listed in Table IV were achieved by hanging either
scale weights or lead shot bags from the eye screws inserted in the wing
upper surface.
Multipoint Loading Conditions
The steps in applying loads for the multipoint loading process are
listed in Table VI. Note that the loads were applied sequentially in 12
increments on each wing, with each additional load at a new location, and
that the sequence was repeated three times for a total of 36 loading conditions
on the up load. By foll.owing the same sequence during the down loading
process an additional 33 distinct loading conditions were achieved along
with three repeats of previous loading conditions. The electrical imbalance
or output of each of the strain gage bridges as measured for each of the
72 steps in the process is listed in Table VII.
For the multipoint loading procedure all loads were again applied
by hanging weights from eye screws on the wing upper surface. The photo-
graph of figure 5 was taken during the multipoint loading procedure near the
maximumloading condition. Equal loads were applied to or removed from
both the right and left wing semi-spans at each step of the loading procedure
to prevent large moments which could cause rotation of the fuselage in
the support stand.
Simulated Flight Loading Conditions
The loadings and locations for the two simulated flight loadings are
defined in tables VIII and IX and the electrical imbalance or output of
each strain gage bridge is listed in table X. The first simulated flight
loading represented the design loading condition analyzed for the straight
and level flight at cruise condition. The second simulated flight loading
represented the 2½-g loading analyzed as the maximumload for stress analysis.
All loads on both wing semi-spans were in the positive direction and were
applied by hanging weights from eye screws, For each loading condition
the entire load was applied before the strain gage bridge outputs were
recorded.
Loads Equations
Loads equations for calculating wing loadings as a function of the
output of selected strain gage bridges were determined by means of the
standard regression analysis methods described in reference 3.
These load equations have the form:
BII BI2 BI3 " BIj _I
B21 B22 _23 " " B2j _2
Li = .
Bil Bi2 Bi3 Bij j
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iwhere 6ij is the coefficient of the jth bridge for ith load, and pj
is the output of the jth bridge.
The regression analysis can be performed using one or as many of the
strain gage bridges as are available at each wing station. A stepwise
regression analysis procedure (reference 4) was used which selects the
best single strain gage bridge, then goes on to select a second bridge
that, when used with the first bridge selected, gives the best combination
of two bridges and continues on in the same manner to include as many
bridges as are available for the location and axis system being used. The
structural loads equations presented herein are for the swept axis system
only. For example, for the right wing inboard station swept axis system,
only strain gage bridges 13, 4, 15, and 6 were used in the regression
analysis. Similarily for the left wing inboard station only strain gage
bridges 23, 34, 35, and 36 were in the regression analysis.
Data from both the single-point and the multipoint loadings (tables
V and VII) were combined and used as input for the regression analysis.
Table Xl indicates which bridges were selected for each load measurement,
shear (V), bending moment (M), and torque (T), and presents the associated
load coefficients (6ij) and probable errors along with the standard error of
estimate for the equation and the multiple correlation coefficient which
is an indication of how well the calibration data fit the linear regression
equation selected. In all cases, except one, the multiple correlation
coefficient is better than 0.9990. (A value of zero being no fit and a
value of 1.0 being a perfect fit.) The one exception is for the torque
equation for the right wing midwing station where the multiple correlation
coefficient is 0.99754. Figures 8 through 16 provide a visual idea of how
well the selected loads equations correlate with the data from which they
are _derived. These figures present load as calculated using the selected
loads equations as a function of applied load for both single point and
multi-point loadings. For a perfect correlation all the data would fall
on a straight line with a one to one relationship between applied load and
computed load.
0
The selected load equations were also used to estimate the loads applied
during the two simulated flight loadings, table X. Results are presented in
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table XII. For all shear and bendingmoment loads the selectedload equations
predictedthe loads within ±:4percentof the actual applied load. For the
torsionmoment loads the selectedloads equationswere less accurate.
For the load simulatingthe straightand level design point flight condition,
the equationsunderpredictedthe torsionload by 4 to 8 percent. For the
load simulatinga 2.5 g maneuverflight condition,the equationsoverpredicted
the torsion load 3 to 5 percentat the inboardstations and by 26 percent
at the right wing midwingstation. The resultsare consideredsatisfactory
except for the torque load estimatefor the right wing midwing station.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The ARW-I AeroelasticResearchWing consistsof conventionalspar,
stringer,rib and skin construction. Strain gage bridgessensitiveto
shear and bendingmoment loads were installedfor load measurementpurposes
at two spanwiselocationson the right wing half and at one locationon
the left wing half. Resultsfrom both the single point and multipoint
loadingswere combinedfor use as input to the stepwiseregressionanalysis
used to derive loads equationsfor each load type (V, M, and T) at each
wing station. Comparisonof loads predictedusing the derived loads equations
with actual appliedloads for the two simulatedflight loadingconditions
indicatedexcellentresultsfor shear and bendingmoment loads (within
±4 percent). At the right and left inboardwing stations,the predicted
torsionloads are good (within±6 percent). The predictedtorsionloads
at the right wing midwing stationwere less accuratethan desired (error
rangingfrom 8 to 26 percent).
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Sweepback angle at _ chord line, deg. 42.24
Reference area, m2(ft_) 2.78 (30.0)
Thickness at root, percent chord II.0
Thickness at tip, percent chord 7.0
Span, m (in.) 4.343 (171.0)
Tip chord length, m (in.) 0.343 (13.51)
Root chord length, m (in.) 0.940 (36.99)
Mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) length, m (in.) 0.687 (27.06)
II
; _,
TABLE II.- IDENTIFICATION OF STRAIN-GAGEBRIDGES-RIGHT WING
Bridge No. Structure YW Bridge Type Use
m (in.)
i F.S. 0.927 (36.5) V Backup
F.S. 0.927 (36.5) M Loads
3 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) V Backup
4 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Loads
5 R.S 1.118 (44.0) V Backup
6 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Loads
7 F.S. 1.880 (74.0) V Loads
8 F.S. 1.880 (74.0) M Backup
9 R.S. 1.880 (74.0) V Loads
I0 R.S. 1.880 (74.0) M Loads
II F.S. 0.927 (36.5) V Loads
12 F.S. 0.927 (36.5) M Backup
13 F.S. 1.118 (44,0) V Loads
14 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Backup
15 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) V Loads
16 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Backup
17 F.S. 1.880 (74.0) V Flutter
18 F.S. 1.880 (74.0) M Loads
19 R.S. 1.880 (74.0) V Backup
20 R.S. 1.880 (74.0) M Backup
i
F.S. = front spar, R.S. = rear spar, V = shear, M = bending moment.
i2
• TABLEIIio- IDENTIFICATIONOFSTRAIN-GAGEBRIDGES- LEFTWING
Bridge No, Structure YW Bridge Type Use
m (in ,)
21 F.S. 0.927 (36.5) V Backup
22 F.S. 0.927 (36.5) M Backup
23 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) V Loads
24 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Backup
25 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) V Backup
26 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Backup
31 F.S. 0.927 (36.5) V Loads
32 F.S. 0.927 (36.5) M Loads
33 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) V Flutter
34 F.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Loads
35 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) V Loads
36 R.S. 1.118 (44.0) M Loads






Fig. 7) N (Ibs) YW1 XW 1
m (in_ m (in_
1 890 (200) 0.058 (2.30) -0.012 (-0.47)
2 890 (200) 0.066 (2.60) 0.095 (3.75)
3 890 (200) 0.058 (2.29) 0.203 (8.00)
4 712 (160) 0.363 (14.30) -0.012 (-0.47)
5 712 (160) 0.371 (14.60) 0.087 (3.44)
6 712 (160) 0.362 (14.26) 0.185 (7.30)
7 712 (160) 0.670 (26.36) -0.012 (-0.49)
8 712 (160) 0.675 (26.56) 0.079 (3.10)
9 712 (160) 0.667 (26.26) 0.168 (6.60)
10 667 (150) 0.975 (38.37) -0.013 (-0.50)
11 445 (I00) 0.979 (38.56) 0.071 (2.80)
12 667 (150) 0.972 (38.28) 0.151 (5.96)
13 534 (120) 1.279 (50.34) -0.012 (-0.47)
14 222 (50) 1.285 (50.58) 0.061 (2.42)
15 534 (120) 1.278 (50.32) 0.134 (5.28)
16 356 (80) 1.578 (62.13) -0.011 (-0.45)
17 222 (50) 1.667 (65.63) 0.048 (1.90)
18 356 (80) 1.723 (67.83) 0.110 (4.35)
TABLE IV. - Continued
Part B. - Right Wing, Inboard Station
Location No. Applied Load Location Coordinates
Fig 7) N (Ibs)
• YW2 XW2
m (in_ m (in_
1 222 (150) 0.063 (2.48) -0.089 (-3.52)
2 890 (200) 0.054 (2.14) -0.013 (-0.51)
3 890 (200) 0.066 (2.60) 0.095 (3.75)
4 890 (200) 0.056 (2.21) 0.202 (7.95)
5 267 (60) 0.066 (2.60) 0.330 (12.98)
6 890 (200) 0.217 (8.13) -0.013 (-0.50)
7 890 (200) 0.208 (8.19) 0.194 (7.62)
8 222 (50) 0.369 (14.51) -0.083 (-3.25)
9 712 (160) 0.362 (14.26) -0.012 (-0.48)
I0 667 (150) 0.371 (14.60) 0.087 (3.44)
11 712 (160) 0.362 (14.26) 0.185 (7.30)
12 267 (60) 0.368 (14.50) 0.273 (I0.75)
13 667 (150) 0.511 (20.12) -0.013 (-0.50)
14 667 (150) 0.515 (20.26) 0.177 (6.98)
15 133 (130) 0.674 (26.55) -0.074 (-2.90)
16 667 (150) 0.665 (26.20) -0.012 (-0.49)
17 667 (150) 0.675 (26.56)_ 0.079 (3.10)
18 667 (150) 0.669 (26.32) 0.168 (6.60)
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TABLE IV. - Continued
Part B. - Concluded
I
LocationNo. AppliedLoad Location Coordinates
Fig. 7) N (Ibs) X
YW2 W2
m (in_ m (in_
19 133 (30) 0.673 (26.50) 0.241 (9.48)
20 667 (150) 0.818 (32.21) -0.013 (-0.50)
21 667 (150) 0.820 (32.27) 0.160 (6.30)
22 200 (45) 0.979 (38.56) -0.053 (-2.10)
23 667 (150) 0.971 (38.22) -0.013 (-0.50)
24 400 (90) 0.979 (38.56) 0.071 (2.80)
25 667 (150) 0.971 (38.24) 0.151 (5.96)
26 200 (45) 0.980 (38.60) 0.206 (8.10)
27 534 (120) 1.124 (44.25) -0.012 (-0.49)
28 534 (120) 1.127 (44.36) 0.143 (5.63)
29 200 (45) 1.287 (50.68) -0.048 (-1.88)
30 534 (120) 1.275 (50.19) -0.012 (-0.49)
31 267 (60) 1.285 (50.58) 0.061 (2.42)
32 534 (120) 1.280 (50.38) 0.134 (5.28)
34 400 (90) 1.444 (56.86) -0.011 (-0.45)
35 400 (90) 1.441 (56.75) 0.127 (5.00)
36 200 (45) 1.547 (60.91) -0.041 (-1.63)
37 400 (90) 1.574 (61.96) -0.011 ('0.45)
38 267 (60) 1.666 (65.58) 0.050 (1.95)
3_ 400 (90) 1.720 (67.70) 0.112 (4.40)
4_ 200 (45) 1.745 (68.72) 0.141 (5.55)
TABLE IV. - Concluded
Part C. - Right Wing, Midwing Station
Location No. Applied Load Location Coordinates
Fig. 7) N (Ibs)
YW3 XW3
m (in_ m (in_
20 667 (150) 0.056 (2.21) -0.013 (-0.50)
21 667 (150) 0.058 (2.27) 0.160 (6.30)
22 200 (45) 0.217 (8.56) -0.053 (-2.10)
23 667 (150) 0.209 (8.22) -0.013 (-0.50)
24 400 (90) 0.217 (8.56) 0.071 (2.80)
25 667 (150) 0.209 (8.24) 0.151 (5.96)
26 200 (45) 0.218 (8.60) 0.206 (8.10)
27 534 (120) 0.362 (14.25) -0.012 (-0.49)
28 534 (120) 0.365 (14.36) 0.143 (5.63)
29 200 (45) 0.525 (20.68) -0.048 (-1.88)
30 534 (120) 0.513 (20.19) -0.012 (-0.49)
31 267 (60) 0.523 (20.58) -0.061 (2.42)
32 534 (120) 0.518 (20.38) 0.134 (5.28)
34 400 (90) 0.682 (26.86) -0.011 (-0.45)
35 _00 (90) 0.679 (26.75) 0.127 (5.00)
36 200 (45) 0.785 (30.91) -0.041 (-1.63)
37 400 (90) 0.812 (31.96) -0.011 (-0.45)
38 267 (60) 0.904 (35.58) 0.050 (1.95)
39 400 (90) 0.958 (37.70) 0.112 (4.40)
40 200 (45) 0.983 (38.72) 0.141 (5.55)
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TARt!. V.- WInG tO,DINGS AND STRAIN-GAGE BRIDGE DUTPIITK FOR SINGLE-PDIhT APPLIED LOADS
(A) LEFT WING. INBOARD STATION
WING LOADINGS STRAIN-GAGE BRIDGE OUTPUTS_ MILLIVULTS
SHEARp MOMENT. TORQI!E.
IBS IN-L_S IN-LB_ MU 21 _i) 22 _U 23 MU 24 MU 25 MU 26 MU 71 MU 32 M1_ 33 MU 34 MU 35 MU _6
200.00 460.00 -qSoO0 .651 .910 .778 -.038 .126 .373 .655 .B43 .796 -.051 .120 .369
200.D0 520.00 750.00 .392 .699 .440 .24% .492 ._85 .392 .719 .425 .305 .%74 .388
200,00 %5P,00 1600,00 ,I08 ,581 ,145 ,330 ,936 " -,01_ ,II0 ,591 ,138 ,315 ,922 ,007
160.00 228_.00 -75.20 .423 1.452 .510 1.013 .138 .816 .%29 1.485 .498 1.072 .133 .848
160,00 _336.C0 550.%0 .253 1.272 .306 .929 o407 .051 .255 Io306 o295 o961 o396 1.002
160.00 2281.60 116_.00 .126 1.0_7 .159 .837 .613 1.026 .130 I.i14 .151 .866 .59% 1.113
160.00 4217.60 -78.40 .377 2.227 .%22 1.861 .117 1.507 .387 2.2e0 .%15 1.9%5 .188 1.581
160.00 %2%9.60 496.00 .249 2.036 .272 1.752 .327 1.6e7 ._57 2.0el .267 1.833 .32% 1.7P4
160.00 420].60 1056.00 .127 I._24 .137 1.612 .527 1.810 .133 i.e70 .132 1.685 .513 1.934
150,00 57_5,50 -75,q0 ,314 2,718 ,319 2,%46 ,092 2,070 .326 2,79U ,316 2,553 .09% 2.175
100.00 3356.00 2_0.C0 .137 1.720 .131 1.594 .176 1.500 .140 1.759 .131 1.667 .17_ 1.5P5
150.00 57%2.00 _9%.00 .110 2.388 .0_9 2.238 .420 2.334 .119 2.%42 .069 2.3%3 .%11 2.472
120,00 5040,80 -56,40 ,223 2,68P ,202 2,52% ,054 2,190 ,23% 2,749 ,204 2,635 ,060 2,303
50.00 _529.00 121.C_. .eGO 1.0_6 .047 1.047 .074 .976 .06% 1.111 .0%7 1.095 .076 1.031
120,00 6038,40 63_,60 ,C78 2,467 ,03_ 2,387 ,281 2,375 ,0_8 2,531 ,041 2,500 ,2_i 2,512
80.00 %970,&0 -36._.0 ,126 2.126 ,097 2,057 ,021 I,P08 ,138 2,177 ,i01 2,1%7 ,026 1,900
50.00 9281,_0 qS,t£ ,051 1,378 ,027 1,366 ,050 1,066 ,056 1,408 ,030 I,%25 ,055 1,322
80,00 5%26,40 9%S,60 ,038 2,160 ,012 2,161 ,1%4 2,0_0 ,0%6 2,209 ,005 2,226 ,l&6 2,1qO
TABLE V,- CONTINUED
- (B) RIGHT WING, INBOARD STATInN
WING LOADINGS STRAIN-GAGE BRIDGr qUTPUTS, MILLIVOLTS
SHEARs MOMeNTs TORQUEs
L_S IN-LBS IN-L_S MU 1 MU 2 MU 3 MU 4 MU 5 MU 6 MU 11 MU 12 MU 13 MU 14 WU 15 "U ]6
50100 124,00 -176.00 .176 ,227 ,206 .016 ,011 ,101 .182 ,229 ,194 ,Ull -,006 ,078
200,00 42_,00 -I02,¢0 ,673 ,_12 ,791 -,048 .i19 ,379 ,674 ,624 .777 -.07_ ,116 .33_
200,00 520,00 750,_0 ,388 ,665 ,385 ,254 ,550 ,289 .363 ,673 ,364 ,301 ,521 ,376
200,00 442,00 1590.C0 .096 ,588 ,124 ,333 ,gg2 .002 .094 ,588 ,ii0 ,309 ,991 ,020
60,00 156,00 '778.e0 -.050 ,138 -,049 ,094 ,405 .049 -.051 ,139 -,04@ .065 ,392 ,066
200,00 1626,00 -I00,00 ,615 1,349 .724 ,662 ,147 .667 .617 1,366 ,692 ,691 ,142 ,632
200,00 1638,00 1524.00 ,136 ,927 ,156 ,638 ,878 ,778 ,133 ,942 ,142 ,637 ,847 ._23
50,00 725,50 -162,50 ,172 ,4e2 ,191 ,322 --,009 ,241 ,175 ,499 ,182 ,333 -,006 .229
160,00 2281060 -76.e0 ,454 1,467 o501 1.012 ,134 ,838 0460 1,489 0482 1,042 ,132 ,804
150,00 2190,00 516000 ,253 10192 0278 ,866 ,379 ,938 ,_54 1,202 ,264 ,878 ,368 ,029
• 160000 2281060 I168,00 .126 1,078 ,133 ,824 ,631 1,128 ,127 1,091 ,122 ,826 ,608 1.154
60,00 870,00 645,00 -,006 ,364 -,008 ,300 ,312 ,443 -.007 ,374 -,012 ,307 ,303 ,447
150,00 3018.00 -75,00 ,405 1,712 ,422 1,330 ,118 I,I18 ,409 1,731 .410 1,361 ,lIP 1,055
150,00 3039,00 I047.G0 ,129 1,340 ,121 1,105 ,538 1,453 .130 1,356 ,iii 1,130 ,522 1,469
30.00 796150 -87,00 ,090 ,420 ,090 ,356 .003 ._68 ,092 ,421 ,089 ,371 ,001 ,261
150,00 3930,00 -73,50 ,38Q 2,068 .362 1,710 ,i12 1,438 ,394 2,086 ,371 1,742 ,113 1,410
150,00 3984,00 465,00 ,243 i,_60 ,223 1.531 ,325 1,665 ,243 1.879 ,213 1,622 ,318 1,659
150000 3948,00 9gO,CO .134 1,664 ,I08 1,%67 .496 1.828 ,135 1,706 .i01 1050% ,485 10e36
30,00 795,00 284,4C ,006 ,311 ,001 ,274 .123 ,877 .006 ,317 -,002 ,266 ,120 ,379
150.00 4831,50 -75,00 ,368 2,348 ,334 2.029 ,102 1,771 ,371 2,371 .327 2,070 ,103 1,740
150,00 4840050 945.00 .136 2,006 .091 1,800 ,445 2,130 ,137 2,030 ,084 1,84b ,436 2,129
45,00 1735,20 -94,80 ,117 1801 ,I02 ,733 ,004 ,615 ,118 .809 ,i00 ,747 ,007 ,605
150,00 5733,00 -75,00 .358 2.691 .301 2,386 .087 2,124 .364 2,717 ,297 2,310 ,090 2,091
90.00 3470,40 252,0¢ .139 1,_25 ,i01 1,394 ,164 1,417 .141 1,539 ,I00 i.%25 .163 1,407
150,00 5736,00 8Q&,O0 ,138 2,360 ,071 2,170 ,413 2.474 .139 2,384 ,067 2,221 ,405 2,469
45,00 1737,00 364,50 ,011 .674 -,004 ,638 ,152 ,76q ,015 .654 --,005 ,654 ,150 ,766
120,00 5310,00 -58,_0 .269 2,379 .208 2,175 ,061 1,077 ,273 2,401 ,206 2,218 ,065 1,050
120,00 5323.20 675,60 ,102 2,146 ,035 2,028 ,304 2,236 ,104 2.164 ,035 2,077 .301 2,226
.• 45,00 2280,60 -8%,60 .I05 ,983 .078 ,934 -.002 ,821 ,I08 .991 .079 ,952 .001 ,809
120,00 6022,80 -58.E0 ,261 2.657 ,i_3 2.462 .049 2.267 .265 2,681 ,185 2,509 ..056 2,236
; 60100 3034,80 145,20 ,084 1,278 ,043 1,223 ,090 1,222 ,086 1,288 ,044 1,250 ,090 2,212
_._, 120,00 60451_0 633.60 ,106 2,424 ,020 2,320 ,276 2.503 ,108 2,451 ,020 2,374 ,276 2,491
90,00 5117,40 -40,50 ,184 2,181 ,111 2,072 ,027 1,923 ,188 2.200 *11% 2,111 ,034 1,898
-_ QO,O0_ '5107,00 450.C0 ,073 2,019 -,003 1.964 ,189 2.081 ,075 2.039 -,000 2,011 ,190 2,067
[. 45,00 _ 2740,95 -73,35 ,097 1,14& ,058 I.Ii0 ,008 1,003 ,099 1.152 ,059 1,130 ,002 ,98e
90,00 5576,40 -40,50 ,179 2,352 ,095 2.255 ,01_ 2,108 ,192 2,372 .099 2,296 ,026 2,078
60,00 3934,80 117,00 ,085 1,615 ,023 1,563 ,061 1.544 ,088 1,628 ,025 1,594 .066 1,528
. @0,00 6093,00 396,C;0 ,073 2.453 -,027 2,364 ,156 2,455 ,050 1,618 -,014 1,610 ,106 1,624
45,00- 30q2,40 24_.75 ,020 1.170 -,032 I,176 ,091 1,23" ,023 1,182 -,027 1,202 ,093 1.230"
T_PLE Vo- CONCLUDED " "
(C) _IGHT WING, MIDWING STATION
o
WING LOADING_ STRAIN-GAGE BRIDGE OUTPUTS, MILLIVOLTS
SHEARp _OMEPITp TORQUe,
LBS IN-LPS IN-LBS MU 7 Pll 8 MU 9 MU 10 MU 17 MII ]P Mg lq MU 20
150=00 331,50 -75,00 =924 -,039 ,I17 ,479 oq_E -=107 oi07 o419
150,00 340,50 945,00 ,126 ,500 i,i16 -,333 e116 ,&53 I,164 -o413
45o00 385=20 -94,_0 o266 ,264 ,025 o293 ,253 ,257 o021 ,274
150o00 1233,00 -75=00 oE7q o679 o174 ,glO oe32 ,868 o156 o559
QO*O0 770=40 252o00 ,304 *590 =371 ,517 o285 =582 ,352 ,456
150=00 1236=00 894=00 =183 =960 =921 o730 o166 =033 o8_7 ,696
45=00 387=00 364=50 ,013 o304 ,312 =206 o009 =2q2 ,303 ,168
120o00 1710,00 -58=60 =591 I=327 ,170 1,138 ,554 1,323 .139 l.OB9
_20,00 1723.20 675,60 ,181 1,220 o621 1,198 o162 i=208 o_ql 1.143
45o00 q30o_O -_4=60 ,215 ,717 .034 ,608 ,201 =714 ,027 =583
120o00 2422o80 -58o60 ,513 lo886 ,174 1,605 .479 I,880 ,153 1,535
60o00 1234=80 145o20 =165 =923 ,192 ,866 ,154 ,020 ol7q o826
120,00 2445,60 633,60 ,185 1.726 ,539 I=734 o162 I=534 o50q Io661
90o00 2417,40 -40=_0 ,330 1,944 ,122 1.608 =305 I=841 olOl 1,542
90,00 2407=50 450=00 =122 i,714 o359 lo686 =105 1,713 o333 1,616
.45=00 1390=95 -73,35 o171 1,057 ,031 ,919 o159 1,064 =018 =881
90,00 2976=40 -40=50 ,295 2=179 ,i07 1,930 o271 2=177 =085 i,085
60=00 2134.80 117,00 o131 i,551 o141 1=439 ,115 1=550 =I_2 1=375
90mO0 3393,00 396,00 ,OB7 2=454 ,291 1=938 o045 1,638 1.174 1,503
45o00 1742,40 249o7_ ,019 io238 o166 Io203 ,OOg io730 o150 I=149
TABLE VI. - MULTIPOINTAPPLIEDLOADS,LOCATIONSAND APPLICATIONSEQUENCE.
APPLIEDLOAD LOCATION
INCREMENTS TOTAL LE_T WING, INBOARD RIGHT WING, INBOARD RIGHTWING,MIDWING
y ,
LOADINGSTEP N (Each(ibs)Wing)(EaChNWinq)(ibs)m'YWl(inJ" m X_l(i_) m W2(in} m XW2 (inJ m Yw3(in_ m XW3 (in_
1 111J21 25 111.2 25 1.72367.83 0.110 4.35 1.720 67.70 0.112 4.40 0.958 37.70 0.112 4.40
2 111.21 25 222.4 50 1.57862.13 -0.011-0.45 1.574 61.96 -0.011 -0.45 0.812 31.96 -0.011 -0.45
3 111.21 25 333.6 75 1.27850.32 0.134 5.28 1.280 50.38 0.134 5.28 0.518 20.38 0.134 5.28
4 111.21 25 444.8 100 1.27950.34 -0.012-0.47 1.275 50.19 -0.012 -0.49 0.513 20.19 -0.012 -0.49
5 111.21 25 556.0 125 0.972 38.28 0.151 5.96 0.971 38.24 0.151 5.96 0.209 8.24 0.151 5.96
6 111.21 25 667.2 150 0.975 38.37 -0.013-0.50 0.971 38.22 -0.013 -0.50 0.209 8.22 -0.013 -0.50
7 222.41 50 889.6 200 0.667 26.26 0.168 6.60 0.669 26.32 0.168 6.60
8 222.41 50 El112.1: 250 0.670 26.36 -0.012-0.49 0.665 26.20 -0.012 -0.49
9 222.41 50 1334.5 300 0.362 14.26 0.185 7.30 0.362 14.26 0.185 7.30
10 222.41 50 1556.9 350 0.363 14.30 -0.012-0.47 0.362 14.26 -0.012 -0.48
11 222.41 50 1779.3 400 0.058 2.29 0.203 8.00 0.056 2.21 0.202 7.95
12 222.41 50 2001.7 450 0.058 2.30 -0.012-0.47 0.054 2.14 -0.013 -0.51
13 to 36 * 6005.1 1350
37 -111_21 -25 5893.9 1325 1.723 67.83 0.110 4.35 1.720 67.70 0.112 4.40 0.958 37.70 0.112 4.40
38 -111.21 -25 5782.7 1300 1.57862.13 -0.011-0.45 1.574 61.96 -0.011 -0.45 0.812 31.96-0.011 -0.45
39 -111.21 -25 5671.5 1275 1.27850.32 0.134 5.28 1.280 50.38 0.134 5.28 0.518 20.38_ 0.134 5.28
40 -111.21 -25 5560.3 1250 1.27950.34 -0.012-0.47 1.275 50.19 -0.012 -0.49 0.513 20.19 -0.012 -0.49
41 -111.21 -25 5449.1 1225 0.972 38.28 0.151 5.96 0.971 38.24 0.151 5.96 0.209 8.24 0.151 5.96
42 -111.21 -25 5337.9 1200 0.975 38.37 -0.013-0.50 0.971 38.22 -0.013 -0.50 0.209 8.22 -0.013 _0.50
43 -222.41 -50 5115.5 1150 0.667 26.26 0.168 6.60 0.669 26.32 0.168 6.60
44 -222.41 -50 4893.0 1100 0.670 26.36 -0.012-0.49 0.665 26.20 -0.012 -0.49
45 -222,41 -50 4670.5 1050 0.362 14.26 0.185 7.30 0.362 14.26 0.185 7.30
46 -222.41 -50 4448.2 1000 0.363 14.30 -0.012-0.47 0.362 14.26 -0.012 -0.48
47 -222.41 . -50 4225.8 950 0.058 2.29 0.203 8.00 0.056 2.21 0.202 7.95
48 -222.41 -50 4003.4 900 0.058 2.30 -0.012-0.47 0.054 2.14 -0.013 -0.51
49 to 72 + 0 0
• Repeatsteps l through12 two more times.
+ Repeatsteps 37 through48 two more times.
TA_L[ V_T.- '_4INGL[!A_I_!GSat,O5TPAIN-GAGL _RIDGL OUTPUTS FPQ _IHGLE-POINT _PFLILD LJADS
r_ (A) LLFT WING, TNnOARO STATI_
r_
_ING LnAOINGS FTRAIN-GAGE BRTnG_ OUTPUTS, PILLIVOLTS
SH_AP_ MDM!_T_ T_PCL_:,
14S TN-LRS IH-LnS Mr!21 pl_22 _U 23 MU 24 MU 25 Mll 26 MU 31 MU 32 Mb 33 MU 34 4U D5 Wl! 3e
25,00 169_,_0 I0_,7_ ,609 ,6_4 -,004 ,695 ,046 ,6_? ,012 ,701 -.003 ,727 ,046 o700
50o60 3_4_,75 q7,5C ,Cq7 1,363 o02_ I,3fi8 o052 Io2_0 o055 1,391 ,031 Io4i9 ,055 1,318
75,00 4506,75 22_o_0 ,066 logO0 ,G37 i°_72 o113 I,_6 ,074 1,941 ,0%1 1,957 o115 i*_7
lO_o#O 576_,25 217,75 ,ii[ 2,4_3 o064 2.414 o125 2,?FI ,127 2o55_ oO_O 2o524 *I_8 2,_78
175,00 %7_2,25 366.7[ ,136 2,q_ *163 2,_01 ,Ig4 2.659 ,147 2,097 .105 2,931 ,106 2,811
150,00 7641.50 354,25 ,Iq3 3,423 ,162 3,219 ,_0_ 3,02g ,207 3,510 ,164 3,36_ .210 3,200
_00.00 _994,_0 6P4,25 ,241 4,'b_O ,ZI3 3,736 ,367 3.610 ._56 4.164 ,214 3,910 ,367 _,_9_
.... 250o00 I0307,50 659o79 ,362 _°703 ,354 4,31b ,4C5 4o109 ,37g 4o925 ,350 4o_24 ,402 4,35_
"_ '. 300,00 II020,_0 1024,75 °411 [.198 ,410 4.596 ,593 4,44q o42@ 5,34b ,406 4,_Ii ,5_7 4,72?
.4 . 91 .576 4,920 ,635 4.71 ° o568 5,154 ,6_7 _01
_ 350,00 11735,_0 i001.,2[ °_ E _,E ,565 5,_9g ,.
400,C0 II_50._0 1401,25 ,580 5,8£5 °619 5,007 ,867 4._14 ,5gR 6,031 m607 5,24G ,857 *001
450500 II46_,00 1977,7_ ,744 _,085 ,620 5,023 ,qCI 4,_2 ,762 _,27, ,510 5,231 .88£ ,Oqq
475,00 13660,_0 1486,5£ ,776 6,QI] ,E3E 5,711 ,940 5,516 ,793 7,146 ,_27 5,97_ ,030 5,_47
500,Og ]5_13,75 1475,2[ ,ElF 7,603 *_75 6,37_ ,g46 5,_h3 ,g36 7,960 ,_65 6o6_3 *g3@ 6,469
525,00 16471,75 1607,25 ,_35 F,!75 ,892 6,£_q 1,005 6,618 ,957 6,451 ,862 7,20£ ,996 7,00_
550,00 _7730,_5 1595,_0 ,_86 £,800 ,g45 7.433 1,015 7.105 ,911 9,161 .g35 7,775 1,007 7,513
575,00 Ig6nT,25 1744.50 ,clO W.?SZ ,968 7,825 1,0_5 7o_I] ,034 g,St6 o957 d,i_5 1,078 7*444
_O0,OO 19646,_0 1732,00 ,q6Q _.764 I.03i 6,247 1,100 7,8£4 ,g94 lO,Ogg l,U20 o,62_ l,Og3 8,33_
650,C0 20959$50 _062.00 1,016 ]6.426 IoO[7 6,774 1,264 d,467 1,042 ]0,763 _.074 9o17_ Io256 _,q_l
700,00 27272.50 2037,_'0 !,13_ iI,i_3 1,233 9,362 1,305 8,070 1,170 Ii,565 _,217 9,79% 1,294 q,476
750,00 2_Q8=,50 2402._0 i,I_ ]!,002 1,290 9,647 1,496 g,307 1,218 ii,q84 1,272 IO,Ogl 1,481 9,839
800.00 23706.50 237g°00 1.330 12.124 1,463 9,974 I*541 g,592 1,351 12,520 i,440 i0,441 1,523 I0,_37
F50,00 P9°]5,00 2779,00 1,365 12,2q7 1,505 10,066 1,776 g.504 1,396 12°697 1,479 I0,531 1,757 i0,19_
q00,00 23_3_,00 ?755,[0 i,_28 ]2,525 1,706 i0,061 1,812 q,605 1,560 12,g35 1,600 IO*SZZ 1,7_I 10,237
925,00 25625,50 2_64,25 1.551 13.306 1,719 10,768 1,859 I0,395 1,5_6 13,750 1,694 11,265 1,841 i0,46£
qSOoO0 2717_,75 2_53,00 I,t08 14,0_5 Io772 ii,448 Io_68 11,020 1,644 14,545 i,746 iI.932 I,g54 II.613
475,00 _436,75 2985,_G I._26 14,651 1,7£7 Ii.g69 1.934 iio545 1.664 15,127 1,761 12,531 1,91_ 12,]6&
I000,00 2_695,27 2073,29 I._p] ]5,28g 1,644 12,524 i,g47 12,041 I*722 15.779 1,817 13,119 1,934 12,6P0
1025,0_ 30652,25 3127,2[ 1,700 15.7_I 1,562 12,913 2,021 12,&51 I,742 16,22% 1,036 13,527 2,007 13,10P
I050,00 _I_II,50 310g,75 1,772 I_,247 1,932 13,367 2,073 I_,020 1,817 16,758 1,905 14,025 Z,05__ 13,63]
1]00,e0 32924,50 3439,75 l,f21 l_,qO0 I,_7 13,_94 2,245 13._4 I,_66 17,430 I,_5q i%,5_5 Z,2ZF 14,?62
]150,00 34237,50 341_,25 _,_47 17,6£4 2,136 14,500 2.292 14,037 l,9gB 18.200 2,107 i5,236 _,273 14,PO_
1200,00 34_50.50 3790.25 2100] I_,065 2,196 14,79g 2,489 14,3q4 ?,049 IP,622 Z,166 15,55_ 2,464 15,1Pc
]2_0,00 35665,_0 _756,7[ 20_36 !E,5t6 2,365 15,129 2,540 14,6_0 _,Ig9 19,137 2.330 15,9Ut _,51_ 15o4PF
91300,00 357c0,00 4156,75 2,173 IF.741 2,41G 15.225 2,774 14,676 2,2_5 Iq,316 2,370 Ib,Ovb _.74. 15°4_6
13=0,00 _5895,00 4133,25 2,35] ic,028 2,617 15,2@2 2,826 14,_61 _o403 19,617 2,5_0 16,069 2.7q5 15o6A7
TABL_ VII,- CONTINUED
(A) CgNCLUDED
WING LOADING_ STPAIN-GAGE BRIDGF _UT°UTSj MILLIVDLTS
SNEAR, MBM_NTp TOPOUI,
LBS IN-LBS TN-LmS Mr! 21 Pl' 22 KU 23 MU 24 MU 25 Mlt 26 _U 3] MU 32 MI: 33 MU 34 MU 3_ MU 36
1325,00 34199,50 4024,_0 2.25? I[,37_ 2,624 14,597 2,762 14o?]I 2o403 10,956 Z,5_4 15,351 2,75? 14,o77
1300,00 32645,25 4035,75 2,320 17o715 2,59i 13,941 2,773 13,620 _,3_6 18,2_7 2,551 14o665 _,740 1_,363
1275,00 313_,25 3903,7_ _,308 ]7,1_7 2,5_0 13,43_ 2,712 13,1_3 _,350 17,761 _,539 14,137 2,681 13,624
1250,00 3012go75 3915,_0 2,263 ie,629 2,536 12,906 2,700 12o653 2,306 17oI_0 2,494 13o51_ 2,667 13,32_
12_5,00 29172,75 3766650 2,243 16,202 2,515 12,526 2,628 12,247 2,2_5 16,745 2,475 13,1_2 ?,597 12,_a6
1200o00 28213,50 3779,00 2,193 I_,734 2,453 12,114 2,611 11o889 2,232 16,264 2,419 12,75Z _,580 12,514
1150,00 26900,50 3449,C0 2,153 15,141 2,410 Iio610 2,447 11,309 2,190 15,655 2,372 12o225 2,420 Ii,8Q0
1100,00 25587o50 3473,50 2o037 I4,423 2,273 11,036 2,4C7 IO,B2Q _,072 14,923 2,237 II.622 2o390 11.370
1050,00 24974,50 310_,50 1,996 14,056 2,219 10,767 2o213 13o482 2o0_0 14o545 2,1_4 11,3_G ?,I94 lOogO?
1000o00 24159o_0 3132,00 ],_64 1_,575 2,055 i0o450 2,167 I0,213 1,895 14o047 2,025 11,007 2,149 I0o717
950,0024045,00 2732,_G 1,633 13o416 2,013 10,366 lo935 10,214 1,864 13,687 1,9_7 10,924 1,91_ 10,709
_OOoO0 _9_30,00 2755,_0 1,671 13,202 1,612 i0,373 1,901 10,117 1,702 13,661 1,766 10,935 io887 i0o612
875,00 22234,50 264_,75 I,_54 12,457 1,803 9,600 i,_54 9,4?0 1,683 12,690 1,776 10,209 1,839 9,865
850,00 20681,25 255_,00 1,615 11,749 1,766 @,024 1,84_ 8o817 1,641 12,157 1,737 9,523 1,831 9,227
_25,00 19423,25 2526,£t 1o598 iI,i_i 1,749 8,514 io7@£ S,2_2 1,6_4 II,5E2 1,721 8,95_ 1,770 8,664
800,00 I_164,75 2537,75 1,549 10,5_5 1,697 7,974 1,775 7,800 1,574 ]0,951 1,669 6,4_4 1,758 8,143
775o00 17207,75 _188,7D 1,_30 I0,[50 1,676 7,5@9 1,705 7,3_4 1,553 10,500 io650 _,022 1,687 7,_Q_
750,00 16248,50 2401,25 1,475 _,658 1,614 7,175 I,690 7,012 1,4_8 9,98b 1,587 7,564 1,671 7,306
700,00 14_32,50 2071,25 1,431 _,030 1,562 6,659 1,525 6,413 1,452 9,341 1,537 7,045 1,509 6o66&
650,00 13622,50 2095,75 1,312 _,297 1,419 6o079 io485 5,_16 Io330 8o574 1,397 6,437 _,471 6,199
600,00 12909,50 1790,75 1,267 7,915 1,365 5,_06 1,295 5,57_ 1,287 8,185 1,345 b,153 1,284 5,767
550,00 12194,50 1754,25 1,132 7o418 1,195 5o4S9 1,251 5,905 1,149 7,663 1,161 5,hie 1,242 5,517
500,00 lZ080,00 1_54o25 I,OQQ 7,252 1,154 5o400 1,018 5,904 1,116 7o4_7 1,142 5,732 1,011 5,47£
450,00 11965,00 1377,75 ,_33 7o013 ,94_ 5,403 ,985 5,197 o949 7,245 ,93_ 5,735 ,980 5,369
425,00 I0269o50 1269,{C o915 6,267 ,942 4,702 ,937 4,495 oQ30 6,466 ,929 5oOOC ,9_i 4,621
400,00 R716,25 1280,25 ,F71 5,522 ,897 4o038 ,931 3,884 ,893 5o698 ,654 4,304 ,922 3o_7W
375oC0 745P,25 1148,25 ,649 4,94_ o622 3o543 ,870 3o_59 ,_61 5,107 ,_67 3o765 ,862 3,417
_50,00 6109o75 1160,00 ,795 4,316 ,b2E 2,97g ,85£ 2,_62 ,806 4,455 ,@14 3,192 o84p 2,£g9
325,00 5242,75 I011,60 ,771 _,265 ,@05 2,588 ,716 2,446 ,780 3,991 ,793 2o7bi ,777 2,4_E
900,00 4289,50 I023,5_ ,711 3,355 ,743 2,170 o770 2,072 ,720 3,462 ,731 2,339 ,760 2,067
250,00 _970,50 69_o50 ,t53 2,691 ,6_9 Io_46 ,606 io484 ,663 2,777 ,676 io759 ,599 1,441
200,£0 1657,50 71_,0_ ,_15 1,911 ,542 i,054 ,563 o_71 o521 i,966 ,535 Io165 ,55_ o907
150.00 944,50 353,00 ,458 1,497 ,414 o721 ,372 ,640 ,4_5 Io535 ,47_ oE6E ,374 ,55Z
I00,00 229,50 376,£_' ,31C ,975 ,313 ,445 o326 ,96S ,_16 ,919 ,313 ,_19 ,330 ,26_
50,00 11_,00 -23,£0 ,266 ,7@9 ,270 ,351 o09_ ,36_ ,276 ,799 o272 ,426 ,I0_ ,262
0,00 0,00 OoOC ,I01 ,554 oObd ,353 ,061 ,260 oi06 ,547 ,069 ,433 o070 ,I_C
:'_ TABLE VII,- COnTINUeD
(B} RIGHT WINGp INBOARD STATInN
. WING LC_DINGS STRAIN-GAGE BRIDGF nIITPUTS, MILLIVOLTS
SHEAP_ MnMENT_ TO_Ol![#
LBS IN-LB? !N-LB? _U 1 _U 2 MU 3 MU _ MIJ 5 Hit 6 _l! II MU 12 HI 13 HU _Q MIY 15 _tJ 16
25,00 1692,50 110,GO ,tit ,676 ,009 .675 o042 ,691 ,017 ,bel -,dO9 o69D ,044 ,6_2
50o00 3241,50 9_,75 ,066 1,344 ,Olb 1,319 o047 Eo203 ,063 Io355 ,020 Io349 ,051 1,27e
75,00 4501,00 _30,75 *(g2 1,eGg ,025 I,_20 *IU8 I,P33 ,093 1,903 ,027 1,856 ,II0 I,F]4
100,00 5755,75 218,_0 ,154 2,4PP ,0_7 2,34_ .119 2.324 ,155 2,516 ,U_5 2,394 ,123 2,2q6
1_5,00 5711,75 367,5e ,]a4 2,933 ,O_Z 2,724 ,le7 2,744 ,184 2,g66 ,063 2,779 ,189 ?,711
150,00 7667,25 355,00 ,259 3,474 ,141 3,136 ,205 3,127 ,_56 3,_16 ,140 3,191 ,207 3,037
200,00 9q83,25 68_,00 ,314 4,OgO ,i64 3,636 ,363 3,733 ,311 4,147 ,180 3,702 ,361 3,6_8
_ 2_0,00 10_93,2_ 669,50 ,460 4,_54 ,319 4,211 ,4G6 4.240 ,4S5 4,923 ,309 4,261 .433 4,1_6
300,00 I100_,25 I025,_6 ,515 5o360 ,371 4,495 ,599 4,6QS o508 _,33_ ,357 4o566 ,588 4,593
350,00 1171q,25 I001,5C ,66g 5,766 ,_34 4,808 ,644 4,8_6 ,650 5,_33 ,512 4,8_5 ,633 4,822
> 400,00 1182_,79 ]399,C0 ,700 _,_2g ,570 4,696 ,_4 4,S_6 ,6ql 6,025 ,546 4,970 ,871 4,8]_
450,_0 i1936,75 1373,50 ,174 1,I_2 ,769 41890 *Q20 4,988 ,qb4 6,261 ,741 4,954 ,905 4,913
475,00 1362q,25 14_3,50 ,_24 6.963 ,77_ 5,573 ,965 5,774 ,Oil 7,043 ,751 5,645 ,951 5,636
500,00 1517_,25 1472,26 ,9_q 7,_76 ,612 6,230 ,974 6,343 ,974 7,%00 ,764 b,30_ ,qSO 6,23_
525,00 16437,77 1604,25 1,027 _,256 ,627 6,736 1,033 5,8_5 1,013 £,398 ,BOl _,52_ 1,01_ 6,7PI
550,00 176qZ,50 15Q2,0( 1,105 8,68_ ,860 7,263 1,04_ 7,407 1,08_ 9,025 ,649 7,367 1,032 7,274
575,00 1864P,50 1741,LC 1,136 q,337 ,597 7,663 I,IEO 7,_36 1,121 9,495 ,@67 7,761 I,I02 7,6€_
600,00 19604,00 172e,56 1,214 S,_37 ,999 6,073 1,13& 9,272 1,19Q 9,992 .927 0,i_£ I,I_0 n,071
650,00 ?0920,00 Z056,£0 1,2SO It,497 I,OOS _,596 1,303 8,_37 1,260 I0,660 ,gTl _.707 1,279 _,679
700,00 2_230,00 7034,60 1,430 11,219 1,147 9,183 1,347 9,35_ _,412 11,390 1,105 9,3_6 1,3_3 9,176
750,00 _2943,00 2399,£t ],4_6 I],634 1,19_ 9,4_3 1,540 9,712 1,464 iI,_00 1,151 9,555 1,507 g,_9_
_00,00 2_656,00 2375,_0 ],643 12,12g 1,362 9,793 115F9 10,007 1,621 12,300 1,305 9,92b 1,556 Q,8_]
8_0,00 23766,50 2772,5(! 1,675 12,309 1,396 9,_g9 I,_33 10,004 1,653 I?,460 1,341 10,014 l,Tg_ 9,_04
900,00 23973,50 2747,00 I,_45 12,519 i,_92 9,6_3 1,36_ 10,107 I,Q24 12,700 ],533 lO,u03 1,833 9,_61
925,_0 25566,00 2_57,0_ I,ES_ 13,279 1,595 10,583 ,g17 IO,BO" 1,863 13,440 1,539 10,707 1,880 IO,_P]
gSO,OC 271]_,00 2F45,75 _.g_ 13,98_ ],635 Ii,243 ,930 ii,4_8 I,g91 14,16U 1,576 11,391 1,895 It,IF]
975,00 Z@374,50 2977,7£ },_93 ]4,669 1,647 11,773 ,995 11,978 1,965 14,750 1,5_7 iI,91_ 1,957 ii,72]
I000,00 20620,75 2065,50 2,[!h4 _£,IE9 1,645 12,333 2,011 12,4Q8 ?,0_7 15,340 1,635 12,46_ 1,976 12,201
1025,00 305Q5,25 3114,50 _,CQ3 15,60_ 1,711 12,713 2,062 12,908 Z,06& 15,790 1o649 12,87_ 2,046 12,62!
I0_0,00 _1540,75 3102,00 2,16% it,009 1,766 13,153 2,102 13,20_ ?,140 16.2_0 1,70_ 13,31_ 2,066 12,go]
I100,00 _2._56,75 3432100 2,227 It,73g ],_13 13,6_9 2,269 13,00 _ _,197 16,92U 1,746 13,_39 _,227 13,5P1
11_0,_0 94166,75 94(]7,5( 2,37_ 17,490 i,947 14,263 2,314 14,47_ Z,3&5 17,620 1,077 14,446 _,_73 1&,O_]
1200,00 34979,7 _ 3772, _ ?, _2Q ?,_97 IP 030 i,925 i4,73V _,462 14,44].C' 4_[. 17,. 2,00i 14,543 2,516 14,7np ,
lZ_0,00 35592,75 374_,56 2,573 lt,3Zq 2,1_I 14,_83 2,55_ 15,0_ _,5_I I_,520 2,076 15,069 _,537 14,71_
1300,00 35703,25 4146,_r_ 2,616 it,499 2,2_I 14,g73 2,79_ 15,07_ ?,5_3 18,700 2.i14 15,15_ 2,750 14.70]
]950,[9 35ai0,25 4120,£L 2,7_ 1}.719 ?,3_t. 14,gh3 2,83F 15,1_ ?,7_5 Iv,e30 2,307 _5,14_ 2,794 14,7_Z
TA_L_ VTI,- CRNTINU=_
{B) CghCLUD_D
WING LPAD!NG? STRAIN-GAGE BPln_ P_ITPJTS, _ILt.IVgLTS
_H_ARj MI_:P'Tp T_RQI'_,
LBS I_-[.PS IN-LB_ vU 1 _1: 2 t'U 3 MU 4 MU 5 MU 6 MU 11 MU 12 MU 13 MU 14 MU i_ MU !e
132_o00 34]17o7_ 4010o[¢ 2,711 16,129 2,406 14,343 2,_17 I%o588 ?,750 I_o330 2.316 ±%o5_9 2o763 14olq]
1300,00 3256e,75 %021,75 2,733 17o469 2,3_7 13.693 2o_15 13,QB _o702 17,660 2,269 13o059 ?,759 13o611
1275,00 31300,?5 36ego75 2o710 I_,949 2,574 13,193 2o75_ i3o%78 _.6ql 17*1%0 2,2_3 13,349 _o70f 13o09]
'1250,C0 30054,50 3902o00 _,_5fi i_,399 2,337 12,673 2,752 I_,QO_ ?,629 16,5_0 2,246 12ob19 2.695 12o61]
1225,00 29098,50 3753o00 ?o_33 15,989 2o323 12o303 2,6e5 12,578 21604 16,170 2.233 12,439 2,630 12o20]
1200,00 281_3,00 3765o_0 2,_73 I_,53g 2,374 11.893 2,670 12,21m _,543 15,710 2,im4 12,019 2,614 11.e41
1150,00 26827,00 3435,5G 2.521 14.949 2.334 11.393 2.509 ii,61" 2,_3 15,120 2*1%7 11,519 2,_57 11,231
1100,00 25517,00 3460,CC 2,_90 14,269 2oli0 10,833 2,466 11,128 _o_ll 14,_30 2,027 iO,9_ 2,_17 19,751
I050o00 24804o00 _0q5,06 2,343 13,_01 2.062 i0,563 2,47_ I0,77" ?,316 14,060 1,984 i0,667 2,231 I0o3_
I000,00 24091o00 3119,0_ 2o19_ 13,439 I,QG7 I0o263 2,229 lOo=OO ?o171 13,590 1,035 10,354 2,19_ 10,131
950,00 _39B0,50 2721o_0 2,]62 13,26_ I,ETI 10,163 1,0_5 10,50 o _,147 ]3,%20 1,603 I0,_7% 1.9_5 i0,I_I
gOOoO0 23_7_o50 _7_7,_B 2,000 13,059 1,67t 10.173 i.g49 i0._15 1o073 13.210 1.611 10,291 Io912 I0,041
e75,00 271_i,00 2637o{U i._7 12,32q l,_._O 0,%_3 l.qO_ 9,708 1,043 12o470 l,blq 9o6_5 1,870 9,351
850,00 ?0632,00 _6_£,25 I,_0o II.619 1,650 B.653 io913 9,I04 I,BR5 Ii,7_0 1,5_2 8,953 1,86& B,75]
825,00 19377o_0 7516,25 I,_75 11,049 1,639 e,353 I,}!_6 _,166 1,853 II,19G i.572 B,%47 1.807 S,21_
800,00 iqI17,7_ 2_SXofO I,FIO It.439 1,5G5 7,B23 1,£33 8o062 l,TRg 10,570 1,929 7,91_ 1.795 7,672
775,00 17161,75 _37g,_0 1,77_ e,989 1,579 7,453 1,76& 7,699 1,758 10.210 i,513 7o533 1,726 7,307
750o00 16206o25 23_2.t0 1.710 _.501 io523 7.047 1,74% 7,265 1,6Wl 9,623 i,_9 7,124 1,710 6,C43
700,00 ]&_,O0 2062,00 1,651 _',_61 1,477 6,5_3 1.552 6o638 1,635 5.971 1,417 _o61Z Io5_9 6,925
........ I. 1..II t,l 1.3_5 5,975 1,5_2 6,I_6 Io4@6 8,222 l,S&g 6,u39 1,50q 5,833
600,00 12_67,25 1721._0 !._59 7.733 Io2_5 5,705 Io34_ 5,764 Io_&5 7o£25 1,2k4 9,765 Io31g 5o4_0
550,00 12154,25 1745,5(: 1.30_ 7,232 1,135 5.389 Io298 5,400 1,295 7,313 1,06g 5,445 Io27_ 5,196
500,00 ]_0_3,75 13_a,_P 1.274 7.059 1,097 _.301 io057 5.488 Io263 7oi_0 l.O_b 5.3t_ Io03_ 5,1_7
450,60 IIQ36,75 1373.£0 ]oOqu _.,r]_ .at'7 5,306 I,G22 5,380 ,0°8 6*893 ,060 5o37_ I*001 5,0_9
425,00 10_44.2£ 1263._C &.O61 t,959 ,_96 _o527 og77 _,65_ ,0_3 6.11_ o557 _,B67 o957 4,3_8
400o00 @e05o25 1274.75 .WQ4 _,320 ,560 3.970 ,969 %,09 = ,q86 5,365 .621 4,03t" o9_7 3,7£3
37£,_0 7435,75 114_o75 ,C57 4o735 ,£49 3,_70 ,_08 3,486 ,050 4.771 o811 3,515 ,868 3o2_
350,00 61FI,O0 I155,_C ,_R3 &.?04 ._60 Z,Q33 ,_4 2.g7n ,R78 4o12b ,763 _,97% .97_ 2.797
325,00 5225o00 I006,6C ._4_ 3.639 o782 2.545 ,_24 2,F47 ,B43 3.655 ,7_ 2,)t£ ,_05 2,_36
900,00 _26o,£0 IOIR,_O o771 3._32 .723 2,134 ,605 2oI@4 ,759 3*1%0 o6_9 2,162 .7B7 I,w6Q
250,00 _F3.fo 6_q,_O 702 2.&_6 ,663 1.616 o641 I,=_
- ' " +- o703 20449 .643 106_0 ,62_ I,349
200,00 164_o=0-. 713,{(' o£_i 1.701 o534 _o+03_ ,5&7 1,01_ ,5_m i,673 ,56E l,u_ ,56_ ,_5_
150,00 03C'.50 34£olU .A_Q 1,273 ,4_0 .749 .404 ,_57 ,42_ 1,240 ,46_ ,Ttl o400 .4W_
I00,00 _lT.fO 372,_C .331 .763 .315 ._26 .357 ,375 .33& o720 _301 ,_32 ,355 ,230
-_..,__, ,2_2 ..74 ,275 .333 ,116 .373 .Zg7 .£26 026_ o34% oi16 02_]
O,('Q. C.O0 0,1_ ,iic .3_t oC7t ,33F +07_ ,?_g ,I73 ,2_7 *_70 o3_7 ,057 o135
TABL° VII,- C_CLUD_D
(C) PlG"T WTrJGpNI['_'I_GSTATION
WI_IG lnaDlNG_ ST_AIN-G_G_ BRIDG_ OUTPUTS. MILlIV_ITS
SH_AP, _]_FNT, TOQOU_,
LBS IN-L_S I_-LBS MIJ 7 PlT t_ MU g ML.10 MU 17 MI) ]m M|JIQ MU 2J
_5.00 _42.50 11U.6{' .624 .704 .0_3 .672 .016 o7_3 o074 .6_2
50o00 1741.50 9£.7_ .10_ 1.325 .113 1.229 .096 1.37_ oOg9 1.173
75.00 2251.00 230.7_ .147 1.696 .228 1.597 .131 _._91 .206 1.529
i00,00 2755,75 218,50 ,25F 2,096 ,226 1,943 ,233 2,Oal ,_40 I,_56
1_5,00 ?_61,79 367,50 02_ 2,260 ,267 2,071 ,262 2,_5_ 03_0 1097b
150,00 3167,25 355,C0 ,436 2,153 ,4_3 2,22_ ,402 2,398 ,41_ 2,123
175,00 4109,75 465,06 ,_60 3,112 o519 2,8_4 ,422 3,08_ ,47g 20720
ZO0,O0 490_,75 &53,75 ,_4h 3,727 ,_0 3,4U8 ,500 3,607 ,_07 3,2_5
225,00 541@,25 5n5,75 ,966 4,0Ci ,6£_ 3,779 ,53_ W,05_ ,610 3,610
250,00 5923,00 573,90 ,£96 _,487 ,703 4,124 ,637 _,4_0 ,644 3,937
275,00 6120.00 727.£0 ,729 4,649 ,69g 4,291 ,6_6 W,606 o7_4 &,O_7
BO0,O0 6334,50 710,00 ,_77 4,790 ,S_l 4,407 ,R07 4,7_ ,822 4,203
375,_0 7277,00 _20,(;0 ,902 5,494 ,954 5,030 ,£2% 5,434 ,SRO 4,800
350,00 8076,00 _0S,7_ ,e88 #,I07 ,965 5,5@3 ,gO6 6,0&I ,q04 5,330
375,00 85_5,50 940,75 1,079 h,473 1,098 5,966 ,9_2 6,4S_ 1,011 5,692
400,00 _0_0,25 92_,5C 1,139 6,669 1,137 6,312 1,044 6,7q5 ,0_5 t,022
425,00 92_,25 i077,_0 I,]71 7,92_ 1,291 6,436 1,074 6,050 I IW4 6,141
490,00 9501,75 1065,00 1,321 7,177 1,321 6,59_ 1,216 7,005 ,ZZZ 6,267
425,00 _559,2_ 955,C[ 1,2_3 _,493 1,220 5,873 I,193 6,307 1 133 5,592
400,00 7760,25 _66,25 1,208 5o_75 1,1_g 5,31g 1,115 5,779 I 1OR 5o063
375,00 7250,75 _94,75 ,]67 _,507 I,&75 4o950 1,079 5,41_ 1,001 4,710
350,00 6746,00 _46,5C 1,05_ _,111 1,036 4,306 ,977 5,071 ,967 4,362
9_5e00 _40,00 6_70£[_ IetZ5 4,94£ ,£62 _,480 ,947 _,A60 ,818 Wo260
300,00 _334,50 710,C0 ,[75 4,798 ,64_ 4,325 ,_U7 4,7_4 ,7a9 4,116
_75,00 530_,00 60_),(6 ,_2 4,541 ,7£3 3,69P ,7€_ W,081 ,730 3,910
250,G0 4593,10 611,2_ ,76_ 3,4°4 ,753 3,145 ,707 3,408 ,706 2,962
22_,00 4G_3,50 470,29 ,725 _,i14 ,639 2,774 ,671 3,042 ,5_ 2,62_
200,00 3=7_,7_ _91,£0 oil7 2,720 ,599 2,429 ,_70 2,6&7 ,555 2,300
175,00 3372o75 342,90 ,_4 2o5£6 ,_45 2,302 ,540 Z,4_9 ,41_ 2,1tO
150,00 3!67,25 355,10 ,43_ 2,407 ,41_ 2,1_7 ,460 2,341 ,3q7 2,033
125,00 _224,7£ 24_,_0 o412 !,70_ ,34_ l,blW ,3_0 I,_53 ,32_ 1,430
100,00 142_,7_ 75_,?_ ,2_7 I,UG3 ,318 ,9_6 ,301 1,041 ,305 ,9_i
75o00 916,2_ 124,2_ ,2_6 ,724 ,ZO_ ,SgB ,266 ,A77 ,I_7 ,947
_OoO0 4!1,50 ]36,_¢ olTb o325 ,I_ ,24_ o164 ,2_0 o16_ ,219
25,00 20_,90 -12,5C ,14_ ,160 o012 ,119 ,13_ ,12] ,014 ,090





LEFTUlNG, INBOARD RIGHTWING, INBOARD RIGHTWING, _IIDWING
YWI X_ Yw2 XW2 yw3 XW3
N (lbs) m (in_ m (in_ m (in_ m (inO m (i_) m (inJ
1 I11.21 25 1.723 67.83 0.110 4.35 1.720 67.70 0.112 4.40 0.958 37.70 0,112 4.40
2 111.21 25 1.578 62.13 -0.011 -0.45 1.574 61.96 -0.011 -0.45 0.812 31.96 _0.011 -0.45
3 111.21 25 1.483 58.40 0.123 4.85 1.482 58.35 0.123 4.85 0.720 28.35 0.123 4.85
4 111.21 25 1.279 50.34 -0.012 -0.47 1.275 50.19 -0.-12 -0.49 0.513 20.19 -0.012 -0,49
5 111.21 25 1.278 50.32 0.134 5.28 1,280 50,38 0.134 5.28 0.518 20.38 0.134 5.28
6 111.21 -25 1.127 44.37 -0,012 -0.49 1.124 44.25 -0.012 -0,49 0.362 14.25 -0.012 -0.49
7 111.21 25 1.128 44.39 0.143 5.63 1.127 44.36 0.143 5.63 0.365 14.36 0.143 5.63
8 111.21 25 0.975 38,37 -0.013 -0.50 0.971 38.22 -0.013 -0.50 0.209 8.22 -0.013 -0.50
9 111.21 25 0.983 38.70 0.206 8.10 0.980 38.60 0.206 8.10 0.218 8.60 0.206 8.10
i0 111.21 25 0.822 32.35 -0.013 -0.50 0.818 32.21 -0.013 -0.50 0.056 2.21 -0.013 -0.50
11 111.21 25 0.821 32.31 0.160 6.30 0.820 32.27 0.160 6.30 0.058 2.27 0.160 6.30
12 Iii.21 25 0.783 30.83 0.161 6.35 0.782 30.77 0.163 6.40 0.020 0.77 0.163 6.40
13 111.21 25 0.670 26.36 -0.012 -0,49 0.665 26.20 -0.012 -0.49
14 111.21 25 0.678 26.69 0.243 9.55 0.673 26.50 0.241 9.48
15 111.21 25 0.551 21.82 -0.013 -0,50 0.550 21.66 -0.013 -0,50
16 111.21 25 0.554 21.80 0.174 6.87 0,553 21.77 0.173 6.83
17 111.21 25 0.478 18.80 -0.011 -0.45 0.474 18.66 -0.013 -0.50
18 111.21 25 0.440 17.33 0.182 7.15 0.439 17.29 0.182 7.15
19 111,21 25 0.363 14.30 -0.012 -0.47 0.361 14.20 -0.013 -0.50
20 111,21 25 0.362 14.26 0.185 7.30 0.362 14.26 0.185 7,30
21 111.21 25 0.248 9.78 -0.011 -0.45 0.245 9.64 -0.013 -0.50
22 111,21 25 0.249 9.80 0.191 7.52 0.247 9.71 0.192 7.54
23 111.21 25 0,173 6.80 -0.011 -0,45 0.168 6.61 -0.012 -0.48
24 111.21 25 0,134 5.26 0.198 7.80 0,133 5.24 0.197 7.77
25 111.21 25 0.058 2.30 -0.012 -0.47 0.054 2.14 -0.013 -0.51
26 111.21 25 0.058 2.29 0.203 8.00 0.056 2.21 0.202 7.95
27 111.21 25 -0.017 -0.67 -0.011 -0.45 -0.021 -0.82 -0.012 -0.48
28 111.21 25 -0.079 -3.12 0.232 9.14 -0.077 -3.03 0.234 9.20
29 155.69 35 -0.093 -3.68 -0.011 -0.45 -0.099 -3.88 -0.012 -0.49
30 66.72 15 -0.165 -6.50 0.236 9.30 -0.162 -6.39 0,239 9.40
31 111.21 25 -0.209 -8.21 -0.011 -0.45 -0.213 -8.38 -0.013 -0.50
32 111,21 25 -0.246 -9.70 0.242 9.51 -0.245 -9.64 0.243 9.58
27




LEFTWING, INBOARD RIGHTWING,INBOARD RIGHTWING, MID!_ING
YWI _Jl YW2 _'12 YW3 X!V3
N (Ibs) m (in,) m (in] m (in.) m (inJ m (in_ m (in_
I 111.21 25 1,667 65.63 0.048 1.90 1.666 65.58 0.050 1.95 0,904 35.58 0.050 1.95
2 444.82 100 1,578 62.13 -8.011 -0.45 1.574 61.96 -0,011 -0.45 0.812 31.96 -0.011 -0.45
3 111.21 25 1.400 55.13 0.128 5.05 1.400 55.12 0.129 5.09 0.638 26.12 0.129 5.09
4 222.41 50 1.447 56.98 -0.010 -0.40 1.444 56.86 -0.011 -0.45 0.682 26.86 -0.011 -0.46
5 333.62 75 1.275 50.19 -0.012 -0.49 1.275 50.19 -0.012 -0.49 0.513 20.19-0.012 -0.49
6 111.21 25 1.280 50.38 0.134 5.28 1.280 50.38 0.134 5.28 0.518 20.38 0.134 5.28
7 333.62 75 1.165 45.88 -0.012 -0.48 1,162 45.74 -0,012 -0.48 0,400 15.74-0.012 -0.48
8 111.21 25 1.128 44.39 0.143 5.63 1.127 44.36 0.143 5.63 0.365 14.36 0,143 5.63
9 222.41 50 1.050 41.35 -0.013 -0.50 1.047 41.21 -0,013 -0.50 0,285 11.21-0.013 -0.50
10 222.41 50 1,011 39.80 0,148 5.83 1,009 39.73 0.149 5.88 0.247 9.73 0.149 5.88
11 444.82 100 0,860 33,85 -0,013 -0.50 0.857 33.74 -0.013 -0.52 0,095 3.74 -0,013 -0.52
12 222.41 50 0.857 33.73 0.158 6.23 0.857 33.75 0.158 6.23 0.095 3.75 0.158 6.23
13 333.62 75 0.707 27.83-0.013 -0.50 0.704 27.70 -0.013 -0.50
14 333.62 75 0.705 27.75 0.166 6.53 0.707 27.82 0,166 6.53
15 333.62 75 0.592 23.30 -0,013 -0.50 0.589 23.18 -0.013 -0.50
16 222.41 50 0.554 21.80 0,174 6.87 0.554 21.80 0.171 6.75
17 333.62 75 0.439 17,30-0.012 -0.48 0,435 17.12 -0.012 -0.48
18 333.62 75 0.401 15.77 0,182 7.15 0.401 15.78 0.183 7.20
19 333.62 75 0,325 12.80-0.012 -0.47 0.320 12.60 -0.012 -0.49
20 222.41 50 0.286 11.27 0.189 7.45 0.284 11.19 0.190 7.48
21 333.62 75 0.211 8.30 -0.011 -0.45 0,207 8.13 -0.013 -0.50
22 222.41 50 0.172 6.77 0.196 7.70 0.171 6.72 0,197 7.74
23 333.62 75 0,058 2.30 -0.012 -0.47 0,054 2.14 -0,013 -0.51
24 222.41 50 0.058 2.29 0.203 8.00 0.056 2.21 0.202 7.95
25 333.62 75 -0.055 -2.17 -0.011 -0.45 -0.060-2.35 -0.013 -0.50
26 222.41 50 -0.049 -1.92 0.230 9.05 -0.048-1.89 0.232 9.13
27 333.62 75 -0.169 -6.67 -0.011 -0.45 -0.174-6.85 -0.013 -0.50
28 222.41 50 -0.165 -6.50 0.236 9.30 -0.168-6.60 0,236 9.30
29 111.21 25 -0.209r-8.21 -0.011 -0.45 -0.213-8.38 -0.013 -0.50




Design Wing ]oadings Strain-gage bridge outputs, millivolts, for -
Flight Shear Bending Torsional
Condition Moment Moment
N (Ibs.) N-m (in.-lb.) N-m (in.-Ib.)
Leftwing, inboard _21 u22 _23 _24 _25 _26 u31 _32 _33 _34 _35 _36
Cruise 650 18698 2234 1.217 9.356 1.129 7.648 1.405 7.639 1.242 9.666 1.089 8.013 1.377 8.117
Maneuver 1450 43042 3148 3.134 22.135 2.972 17.932 2.472 17.365 3.234 22.895 2.906 16.798 2.424 18.344
Rightwing, inboard _I u2 u3 _4 _5 _6 Ull _12 _13 u14 _15 _16
Cruise 650 18634 2251 1.424 9.404 1.037 7.455 1.416 7.803 1.412 9.559 0.976 7.570 1.375 7.678
Maneuver 1450 42910 3139 3.595 21.840 2.724 17.673 2.483 17.550 3.601 22.122 2.613 17.867 2.398 17.167
Rightwing, midwing _7 _8 _9 _10 _17 _18 _19 u20
Cruise 300 4732 963 0.810 3.607 1.082 3.049 0.763 3.542 1.106 2.897
Maneuver 650 11228 837 2.398 8.402 1.645 7.633 2.237 8.291 1.491 7.222
_o




Load Selected Load coefficient calibration of load correlation
measurement bridges ± probableerror loading estimate coefficient
V, N 23 762.0± 37.8 N/mV (i171.3± 8.5 Ib/mV) 2522 N ±56 N .99985
(Ib) 35 693.0± 41.4 N/mV ( 155.8± 9.3 Ib/mV) (567 Ibs) (±12.5Ibs)
36 132.1± 4.0 N/mV ( 29.7 ± 0.9 Ib/mV)
M, N-m 23 -121.1± 9.8 N-m/mY (-1071.6± 87.0 in.-Ib/mV) 1704 N-m ±28 N-m ,99992
(in.-Ib) 36 279.5± 1.7 N-m/mV ( 2473.6± 14.7 in.-Ib/mV) (15084in.-Ibs) (±244.6in.-Ibs)
T, N-m 23 - 79.5 ± 4.3 N-m/mV (-703.4 ± 38.3 in.-Ib/mV) 196 N-m ±6 N-m .99967
(in.-Ib) 35 220.I ± 4.7 N-m/mV (1947.8 ± 41.8 in.-Ib/mV) (1737in.-Ibs) (±56.6in.-Ibs)
36 4.1 ± 0.4 N-m/mV ( 36.7 ± 3.9 in.-Ib/mV)
TABLEXl.- CONTINUED
B. Right Wing, InboardStation.
Averagewing Probableerror Multiple
Load Selected Loadcoefficient calibration of 1oad correlation
measurement bridges + probableerror loading estimate coefficient
V, N 13 800.2 +-33.8 N/mV ( 179.9 +- 7.6 Ib/mV) 2122 N +-62N-m .99976
(Ib) 4 141.9-+ 4.0 N/mV ( 31.9 + 0.9 Ib/mV) (477Ibs) (+-13.9Ibs)
15 708.6± 31.6 N/mV ( 159.3 +- 7.1 Ib/mV)
M, N-m 13 -129.1+-11.7N-m/mV (-1142.3± 103.9 in.-Ib/mV) 1435 N-m ±32 N-m .999a6
(in.-Ib) 4 288.7± 1.8 N-m/mV ( 2555.2+- 16.3 in.-Ib/mV) (12700in.-Ibs) (±287.1in.-Ibs)
T, N-m 13 - 86.9 ± 3.8 N-m/mV (-769.3 ± 33.6 in.-Ib/mV) 165 N-m +7 N-m .99903
(in.-Ib) 4 4.4 ± 0.5 N-m/mV ( 39.3 +-- 4.0 in.-Ib/mV) (1458.7 in.-Ibs) (±61.7 in.-Ibs)




Load Selected Loadcoefficient calibration of load correlation
measurement bridges -+probableerror loading estimate coefficient
V, N 7 593.8-+15.6 N/mY ( 133.5+- 3.5 Ib/mV) 792 N -+24N .99971
(Ib) 18 79o2-+ 3.6 N/mV ( 17.8-+ 0.8 Ib/mV) (178.1Ibs) (-+54Ibs)
9 512.4 -+15.6 N/mV (I15.2-+ 3.5 Ib/mV)
M, N-m 18 46.9 + 12.5 N-m/mV ( 415.5-+llO.5 in.-Ib/mV) 409 N-m -+14N-m .99964
(in.-Ib) 9 29.7 +- 9.7 N-m/mV ( 263.2+ 85.6 in.-Ib/mV) (3616.9in.-Ibs)(126.0in.-Ibs)
lO I07.7 -+12.7 N-m/mV ( 952.9-+I12.6 in.-Ib/mV)
T, N-m 7 -41.2 -+ 3.1 N-m/mV (,364.8-+ 27.1 in.-Ib/mV) 48 N-m -+5N-m .99754
(in.-Ib) 18 -25.2 -+ 4.0 N-m/mV (-223.3-+ 35.5 in.-Ib/mV) (423.4in.-Ibs) (+40.Iin.-Ibs)
9 123.9-+ 3.2 N-m/mV (I096.5+- 28.4 in.-Ib/mV)
lO 29.3 4.2 N-m/mV ( 259.1 + 36.9 in.-Ib/mV)
ITABLEXll.- EVALUATIONOF PREDICTEDLOADSFORTWOSIMULATEDFLIGHT LOADINGS
Design cruise simulated wing loading Design maneuver simulated wing loading
Shear Bending moment Torque Shear Bending moment Torque
iI (Ibs.) N-m (in. Ibs.) N-m (in. Ibs.) N (Ibs.) N-m (in.lbs.) N-m (in. Ibs.)
Left wing, inboard station Left wing, inboard station
Calculated 2886.9 (649) 2132 (I_868) 247 (2186) 6369.9 (1432) 4767 (42195) 373 (3304)
Actual 2891.3 (650) 2113 (18698) 264 (2334) 6449.9 (1450) 4863 (43042) 356 (3148)
Difference -4.4 (-I) 19 (170) -17 (.-148) -80.i (-18) -96 (-847) 18 (156)
%- Error -0.2 -0.2 0.9 0.9 -6.3 -6.3 -1.2 -1.2 -2.0 -2.0 5.0 5.0
Right wing, inboard station Right wing, inboard station
Calculated 2811.3 (632) 2018 (17864) 243 (2147) 6294.2 (1415) 4750 (42046) 365 (3228)
Actual 2891.3 (650) 2105 (18634) 254 (2251) 6449.9 (1450) 4848 (42910) 355 (3139)
Difference -80.1 (-18) -87 (-770) -11 (-104) -155.7 (-35) -98 (-_64) I0 (89)
%- Error -2.8 -2.8 4.1 4.1 -4.6 -4.6 -2.4 -2.4 -2.0 -z.O 2.8 2.8
Rightwing,midwingstation Rightwing,midwing station
Calculated 1316.7 (296) 527 (4662) lOl (_90) 2926.9 (658) 1260 (11151) I19.22 (I055)
Actual 1334.5 (300) 535 (4732) 108 (963) 2891.3 (650) 1269 (11228) 94.56 (837)
Difference -17.8 (-4) -8 (-70) -7 (-73) 35.6 (8) -9 (-77) 25 (218)
%- Error -1.3 -1.3 -1.5 -1.5 -7.6 -7.6 1.2 1.2 -0.7 -0.7 26.0 26.0
1.47 157.7)S i
--7i"
4.34 r i 8.61 (339.0)
rI(171.0)
Dimensionsin meters (inches)
Figure l.- Generalarrangementof BQM-34Fdrone aircraftwith ARW-I wing.
Figure 2.- Photograph of the aircraft and wing during assembly checkout.
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l I. Aircraft shown upside down for / _
calibrate loading.
Right Wing 2. See Table IV for dimensional Left Wing \locationsof load points
................ Figure7.- Pointandmultipointcalbirateloadinglocations. •-
_EAR, CDMBINEDLDADING5
Figure8.- Correlationof computedshear loads with applied calibrationshear loads for the left
wing inboardstation.
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Figure9.- Correlationof computedbendingmoment loads with appliedcalibrationbending





Figure lO.- Correlation of computed torque loads with applied calibration torque loads for
the left wing inboard station.
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Figure II.- Correlation of computed shear loads with applied calibration shear loads for the




Figure 12.- Correlation of computed bending moment loads with applied calibration bending moment







Figure 13.- Correlation of computed torque loads with applied calibration torque loads for














Figure 15.- Correlation of computed bending moment loads with applied bending moment load for
the right wing midwing station.
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